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India's child mortality rate declined between 1990 and 2019: UN
Finding cases of child abuse is complicated by coronavirus
Child Abuse and COVID-19
Child Protective Services calls are down, while abuse admissions
are up
Haley's Law puts abuse charge against Hawkins parents at same
level as murder
Calls reporting child abuse are down in the Shenandoah Valley
during the pandemic
'Something needs to change': Record 58 children die in just ONE
year in Queensland after …
Child Abuse Activist Releases Inspiring Book About His Triumph
After Incredible Trauma …
'Sexual abuse is more prevalent than you may think': Child
protection focus in Dauphin Co.
Pandemic's bright light on drug prevention
Not All Childhood Abuse Results in Mental Illness
Reporting of child abuse fell in Ohio as COVID kept kids from
school
Ruling by the United States Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals is a
Victory for Child Abuse Victims …
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Every Orr Shalom child is a survivor.
Stray Thoughts: We should not just accept deaths like these
How could a parent abuse, torture, starve a child? What the
experts say
Commentary: When a child dies, should DCFS professionals be
prosecuted?
We should not just accept deaths like Shelby Duis', Natalie Finn's,
and Sabrina Ray’s
Child neglect linked to teen pregnancy
Help is available as domestic violence cases are on the rise in
Shelby County
Parents charged after son with untreated cancer dies
How COVID-19 is changing the way this Philly pediatrician
practices medicine | Expert Opinion
Virginia reports first child coronavirus death
"It's an emergency situation" FOX45 Looks at the Toll City
Violence Takes on Children
Pandemic child-abuse cases said to be more severe
Drive-Thru Graduation Ceremony Recognizes Child Abuse
Survivors
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Annville community vigil provides a demonstration of spirit and
hope amid the ‘grieving'
Upstate child abuse reports still low as schools reopen, prompting
concern of unknown cases
Child welfare calls have plummeted during the pandemic.
Advocates worry the numbers don't tell …
California sees steep drop in reports of child abuse since school
campuses closed
The number of abuse cases forcing kids into foster care is rising.
Here's how you can help
Coping with a death of a child
Right to silence: Should people be forced to speak to police when
a child is killed?
A humanitarian disaster for NM's children
Growing violence, COVID-19 takes emotional toll on first
responders
Child abuse and neglect cases up nearly 80% amid coronavirus
pandemicAlberta child and youth advocate's report calls for
stronger collaboration between agencies to …
Youth suicides in Kansas on the rise
40 Under 40: Dr. Annie Hoopes provides medical and mental
health care to adolescents
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Former Shuswap resident's book describes how child's death
transforms mother's life
Kansas youth suicide rate rose in 2018
Diocese Of Rockville Centre Files For Bankruptcy Amid Sexual
Abuse Lawsuits
King County has already seen 13 domestic violence homicides in
2020
Child abuse and neglect cases up nearly 80% amid coronavirus
pandemic
Pandemic child-abuse cases said to be more severe
Drive-Thru Graduation Ceremony Recognizes Child Abuse
Survivors
Annville community vigil provides a demonstration of spirit and
hope amid the ‘grieving'
Upstate child abuse reports still low as schools reopen, prompting
concern of unknown cases
Child welfare calls have plummeted during the pandemic.
Advocates worry the numbers don't tell …
California sees steep drop in reports of child abuse since school
campuses closed
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The number of abuse cases forcing kids into foster care is rising.
Here's how you can help
Coping with a death of a child
Right to silence: Should people be forced to speak to police when
a child is killed?
A humanitarian disaster for NM's children
Growing violence, COVID-19 takes emotional toll on first
responders
Child abuse and neglect cases up nearly 80% amid coronavirus
pandemicAlberta child and youth advocate's report calls for
stronger collaboration between agencies to …
Youth suicides in Kansas on the rise
40 Under 40: Dr. Annie Hoopes provides medical and mental
health care to adolescents
Former Shuswap resident's book describes how child's death
transforms mother's life
Kansas youth suicide rate rose in 2018
Diocese Of Rockville Centre Files For Bankruptcy Amid Sexual
Abuse Lawsuits
King County has already seen 13 domestic violence homicides in
2020
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Child abuse and neglect cases up nearly 80% amid coronavirus
pandemic
Racial Disparity Seen in Child Abuse Reporting
Child abuse concerns during distance learning
Mothers of child abuse victims often isolated from communities,
Japanese government panel says
Report looks at child abuse in NEPA
Mother seeks justice after baby left in hot car dies in Las Vegas
UK Social Work Study Measures COVID-19 Distress Among
Child Welfare Workers
Children exposed to abuse under lockdown
Are Fatherless Homes What is Plaguing Younger Generations?
Pittsburg crime victim assistance programs receive much-needed
state grants
Abuse, mental health and its management in children and
adolescents
Toddler Dies In Locked Hot Car After Dad Allegedly Refused To
Smash Window, Citing Expensive …
Boise victims center reports large increase in needs of abused
children, partners
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Texas can improve system for victims of child abuse: Beth Senger
Resources available in the Treasure Valley for male victims of
domestic violence
Baby Your Baby: What is the best way to see a doctor when your
child is sick?
DCFS overhauls web reporting system for allegations of child
abuse, neglect
Data encryption a threat to fighting child sexual abuse, says DOJ
The Anti-Vaccine Movement Promotes Child Neglect and Abuse
UK police arrest 31 suspected of online child abuse
Don't let it be the elephant in the room - How to support a friend
or family member who has lost a …
Area abuse cases on rise
State agency suppressed 725 child death reports over decade
Mother's heartbreak as baby dies after several cancelled
procedures at regional hospital
Child Fatality Review Board convened after Abney death
More severe child abuse reported after drop in Missouri hotline
calls during pandemic
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Child advocates seeing more shaken baby, broken bones, severe
physical abuse as pandemic …
AAP: Racial Disparity Observed in Child Abuse Reporting
State sees increased reports of crimes against children during the
pandemic
Reports of child abuse are down. This investigator is scared for
the kids she's not seeing.
Montgomery Co. police see different types of crime committed
during pandemic
How childhood trauma can affect your relationships
Lockdown's lethal toll on NHS and vulnerable patients laid bare
LETTER: The needless death of a young child in car
Five-fold rise in reports of child sex abuse images, says web
watchdog
Psychiatrists urged to devise plan for dealing with child abuse
'The system didn't help them.' Would SC child's death be handled
differently today?
Urgent warning after Queensland toddler dies from swallowing
button battery
Another COVID-19 complication: domestic violence
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SA Health to review hospital's baby deaths
Authorities failed to protect baby Alfie from 'serial domestic
abuser' father who shook him to death …
Calgary mom frustrated over length of trial in alleged assault on
her young daughter
Child advocates suspect an uptick in unreported child abuse
during COVID-19
Domestic violence's constant pattern and what needs to change
Ex-Bishop Auckland teacher hid his online activity
SARAH SANDS: At last we have a chance to stop the Fifty
Shades Of Grey defence that lets men …
Alamgir Kabir: a saviour of childhood
Could more Kentucky child abusers be prosecuted? New manual
intended to help
Still Unprotected: Humanitarian Funding for Child protection
Saving the innocent Souls: strategies to prevent the Child Abuse!
Opioid deaths skyrocket, mental health suffers due to pandemic
restrictions, new federal report says
Florida mother accepts plea deal in starvation death of girl
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RI education leaders alarmed by recent decline of child abuse
reports
RI sees significant uptick in fatal overdoses amid ongoing
pandemic
Infant Safe Sleep Awareness
Middlesex YMCA in Middletown raising awareness of child sex
abuse
GREAT DAY SA: CASA Gallery of Hope Ungala ’20
The Alcohol Abuse Monitoring market to witness explicit growth
from 2020 and 2030
RIPCA to address significant rise in fatalities on roads throughout
the state in 2020
MAKE SAFE SLEEP FOR INFANTS A PRIORITY
Judge directs county to release unredacted autopsies to ReviewJournal
Timeline: How authorities unraveled years of horrific child abuse
in one East Tennessee family
Impact of pandemic on child abuse and neglect reporting
Letter: Recognition of substance abuse and mental illness in
regards to homelessness is vital
Accused of child neglect: Mother's side of the story
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CASA taking fundraiser online, featuring children's artwork in
silent auction
The Frontier: Some question the legitimacy of certain Shaken
Baby Syndrome convictions
Gender Abuse A Severe Threat To Society
Delay in plan to stem school student suicide clusters
Teachers Share How They Spot Neglect & Child Abuse In
Students
Police: 7-year-old girl injured as she, 11-year-old brother try to
stop dad from fatally stabbing mom
Daycare Centers: A Safer Option for Infants
Children born extremely preterm are more likely to be diagnosed
with depression
Stewards of Children: Child Sexual Abuse Prevention Training
End violence against children
Advocates demand Washington bring out-of-state foster children
home after child's death in Reports of child abuse back up with
kids back in school
The anti-vaccine movement promotes child neglect and abuse
Insanity defense planned for woman charged in kids’ deaths
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'I'm not interested in just more reviews': Anne Hollonds on the
struggle to protect Australia's children
Suicide Report Calls for Effective Strategies as Coffs Coast
Locals Plan a Suicide Prevention …
This Children's Day, Vidya Balan to light up lives of child sex
abuse survivors
Death of six-month-old boy prompts warning that social workers
have too many cases
250000 cases of child abuse or neglect may have gone
unreported in US COVID pandemic
Opinion/Letter: Winnacunnet High School is failing our kids
Concern as fraud and online child sex abuse cases surge due to
pandemic
CALM seeing spike in numbers and severity in child trauma cases
GUEST ESSAY: Physical and mental abuse
How Childhood Traumas Are Driving Special-Needs Funding
University Hospitals Launches Initiative to End Cycle of Violence
for Children
Suicides among youth, adults not up in Nevada during pandemic
Shock: Data Reveals Drug Abuse Worse Than Thought
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Why Is Hollywood Obsessed With Killer Moms?
Allegheny County reports 1st child death from covid-19, new
record 7-day case total
Suicide rates among Seattle-area youth up 30 percent during
pandemic
Apology after misdiagnosis led to child's death at Fife hospital
The Negative Impacts of Physical Punishment and Psychological
Aggression on Child …
Hillsborough County looking for advocates for foster children
during COVID-19 pandemic
'You can make a better world for our children': Mother of Wilson
victim hopes to bring awareness to …
Child fatality review board investigates Salem child's starvation
death
Woman and Her Boyfriend Allegedly Forced Her 9-Year-Old
Daughter into Closet for More Than 15 …
Child Fatality Review Board being Used in Dent County
Southern Illinois child advocates worry about unreported abuse
during the pandemic
Law requires kids' names be kept private in abuse and neglect
cases. But dozens of exceptions are …
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Protecting our children: Amy Feath brings changes to The
Carousel Center
Child advocates talk effects of pandemic
Watch now: Reports of child abuse are down. Why that's
concerning Bloomington-Normal advocates.
Child Abuse Lack In Integral Approach
End this heartbreaking cycle of violence against children
Malaria wreaks havoc after Corona in Delhi, 6-year-old child dies
Don't hide child abuse, pleads Red Cross War Memorial
Children's Hospital
Local officials say child abuse is going unreported due to the
COVID-19 pandemic
Child abuse reports down, but experts warn reality may be
otherwise
Break cycles of childhood trauma to address chronic social ills |
Opinion
Trumbull Children Services concerned about abuse as children
return to remote learning
"Serious systemic failings" in Child Protection Dept's handling of
sexual abuse
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Officials: Education needed on unsafe infant sleep conditions
Don't Reopen the Economy Until It Is Safe To Reopen Schools
'Deeply dark criminal activity' drives rise in child abuse images
online
Don't hide child abuse, pleads Red Cross War Memorial
Children's Hospital
70 people died of domestic violence in Colorado in 2019, an
increase from 2018
Child advocates worry about unreported abuse during pandemic
Shelters and advocacy centers in Comal County make
adjustments as child abuse reports rise
Domestic violence referrals in Devon up 50 per cent in 2020 from
2019
Govt to hold online child abusers accountable
Non-fatal drug overdoses in children under 15 on the rise, study
finds
Child abuse reports increasing as students stay home
Mike Johnston: Educators should be front of the line for the
COVID vaccine
Encrypted messaging putting children at risk of abuse, says
watchdog
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Joplin mother sent to prison for neglecting daughter's medical
care
Non-Fatal Overdoses Rising For Children Under 15, Parents
Should Store Meds Securely
With So Many Schools Online, Child Maltreatment Reports in
Washington Plummet
In Lockdown Isolation, Children Have Become More Vulnerable to
Online Predators, Watchdog …
Child mistreatment reports drop in Washington amid pandemic
Since 2015, 1230 California children
Americans Are Acutely Unaware of the Prevalence of Child Sex
Exploitation Online, New Study Finds
Amid more abuse allegations, Washington will stop sending
vulnerable kids to Sequel facilities
The Long-Term Mental Health Effects of COVID-19
Behind closed doors
The pandemic and shuttered schools have led to a crisis for
childhood
Sacramento: Reducing African American Child Deaths
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American child welfare system has lost its way, says Rochester
historian
CDC reports uptick in child abuse-related hospitalizations amid
pandemic
A profitable 'death trap': Sequel youth facilities raked in millions
while accused of abusing children
Online incest porn is 'normalising child abuse', say charities
Childhood Abuse Leaves 'Devastating Impact' on Adults
Child services targets poor families for biased reasons
Lawsuit alleges prominent SoCal youth soccer organizations
ignored child protection policies in …
Texas Teen Is Accused of Murder — But Advocates Say She's a
Sex Trafficking Victim, Not a Killer
Mental health needs surge
Child Death Review Committee recommendations released by
chief coroner
Amid coronavirus pandemic, US drug overdose deaths top record
high, CDC says
Family harm – are they okay?
Oakland sheriff: 'Pot processors using butane at home should
face penalties’
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Amid concerns over youth suicide, here are five tips for parents
and caregivers
A Review Of Economic Studies On The Opioid Crisis – Analysis
Chair of pediatrics at Maine Med. says suicide attempts
'skyrocketed' during pandemic
Devastating child homicides run rampant in South Africa
What Has COVID-19 Done to Child Welfare?
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-12-24/californiasupreme-court-allows-murder-charge-after-fetus-is-stillborn
Health care notebook
Arthritic Minnesota babysitter drops 2-month-old and collapses on
him, fails to get help to save …
Child Abuse
Child Abuse Network CEO 'extremely concerned' at rise in abuse
stemming from pandemic
ADHD Raises Adult Suicide Risk, Especially for Women
The decision-making behind reopening American schools
Top Court Calls for Stricter Punishments Against Child Sex
Abusers
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Global Alcohol Abuse Monitoring Market to Record a Robust
Growth Rate for the COVID-19 Period
DC needs to change how it discloses information about childabuse deaths
The Current Status of Addiction Recovery in Pennsylvania
Year in review: The pandemic impacted abuse reports throughout
the year
New Washington laws going into effect in 2021
Butler County officials sworn into office Thursday
Review-Journal investigations broke news on fatal fire, COVID,
child deaths
Reports of 'severe' child abuse cases have doubled during the
pandemic, doctors say
Early Physical Abuse and Adult Outcomes
Child Maltreatment and Mortality in Young Adults
Child Services agency releases 2019 child fatality report
Korean celebrities raise awareness of fatal child abuse case
featured on investigative TV show
(LEAD) Death of adopted baby ignites reckoning over systematic
failure to stop child abuse
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6 Disturbing Effects of Domestic Violence on Children You Must
Know
'No transparency' around toddler death
Experts believe child abuse is being under-reported during
pandemic
String of deaths from child abuse raises questions over
effectiveness of state's protection systems
'Beautiful Something Left Behind' Review: Young Children and
the Trauma of Lost Parents
Child abuse and neglect fatality report for 2019 release by
Department of Child Services
Domestic Violence Bill: Throttled by hubby while pregnant - why
we need tougher law
Supreme Court overturns convictions in fatal child abuse case
Jeong-in Law Passes Parliament to Strengthen Child Abuse
Punishment
Child Services agency releases 2019 child fatality report
Harrowing film shows devastating and fatal impacts of
cyberbullying and online abuse
In South Africa, approximately 1000 children are killed annually
because of “entrenched” abuse
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Calls to state child-abuse hotline have declined during pandemic,
but impact is less clear
Covid-19 And Its Impact On Children — Dr Amar-Singh HSS
Delaware reports first coronavirus-related child death
Chief coroner releases results of two child death reviews
COVID-19 and its impact on Children
Minnesota child abuse reports plunge during coronavirus
pandemic, worrying authorities
Oklahoma child advocates fear decreased abuse reporting is
leaving more children vulnerable
Court-appointed volunteer advocates help keep kids in crisis safe,
secure during pandemic
Don't punish families for the 'crime' of being domestic-violence
victims
Tasmania's Commissioner for Children backs renewed call to
overhaul state's child discipline laws
Auditor General's child abuse special report says too many kids
forced to confront abusers in court
Unchallenged but faulty forensic evidence opens the door for the
worst kind of injustice
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'Do you need help?' Orlando restaurant manager uses secret sign
to help rescue abused boy …
Abilene couple arrested for abuse after child shows up with
'severe bruising' at school
Emotionally neglected or severely sexually abused girls report
riskier sexual behavior
Port: Catholics fighting bill requiring priests report child abuse
Child drug deaths, suicides in Clark County spiked in 2020
Cases of 'severe' child neglect discovered during lockdown
Waitress credited with saving boy from allegedly abusive parents
Female child sex abuse 'remains taboo' while victims struggle
THE ON-GOING BATTLE…
Utah mother charged with causing death of baby girl with meth in
her system
After the Loss of a Child, How Does Life Go On?
Negligence in Neonatal Deaths Not Acceptable
Africa's Covid death rate now higher than global level
'We're seeing more severe and complex cases': Advocates fear
increased child abuse despite …
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Leveraging Caregivers' Protective Instincts: Connecting with
Caregivers Experiencing Intimate …
Police arrest 320 dangerous UK child sex offenders
'A problem we can't see': NC child abuse reports, foster
placements drop during pandemic
Child abuse cases escalating during pandemic
The week ahead in Parliament: MPs scrutinise domestic abuse
and environment bills
Child welfare after the pandemic
More Birthdays: Lewis County records no child deaths in 2020;
campaign seeks to raise awareness
Child Death Review (CDR)
Child Abuse A Concern During Pandemic: CAC Director
Investigators have arrested 320 of the UK's most dangerous child
sex offenders since the first …
North Dakota Elected Officials Attack the Secrecy of Confession
Home Office to collect more detailed data on child sex offenders
Child Protection Laws
https://news.yahoo.com/surge-student-suicides-pushes-las153720656.html
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Fears grow over hidden child abuse since start of pandemic
Parents need to understand post-traumatic stress disorder in
children’ n
61 Hoosier children died of abuse or neglect during 2019, DCS
report shows
Adults urged to check on children's well-being during virtual
learning
If you see something, say something
8 Ways Of Supporting A Child Who's Been Neglected
Delaware makes strides on infant mortality, but racial differences
persist
Applying Green political philosophy to the Domestic Abuse Bill
Domestic abuse: Coercive control legislation welcomed but much
more still needs to be done
Montgomery child advocacy center seeing twice as many abuse
cases
Ways to detect, deter, and stop abuse at licensed childcare
facilities
The effects of isolation on mental health can be severe
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Four Delaware Organizations Receive Mini-Grants to Reduce
Infant and Maternal Mortality Among …
Child deaths under review as Met Police sees rise in domestic
killings
Britain's biggest police force saw domestic killings rise in 2020
Alaska advocates see severe child abuse skyrocket during
pandemic
Indian court rules groping child without removing clothes is not
sexual assault
Alaska Advocates Say Severe Child Abuse Rose in Pandemic
Montgomery child advocacy center seeing twice as many abuse
cases
'It's more intense': Child abuse reports increase, more severe
than in past years
'Disturbing trend': Ottawa hospital sees rise in number of babies
with severe head injuries during …
Covid: The devastating toll of the pandemic on children
More Babies Suffering Severe Head Trauma Amid Lockdown:
Ottawa Hospital
Despite declining overall child death rate, youth suicides on the
rise in Kansas
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Senate panel passes bill seeking hanging of child abusers
Senate body approves bill for punishment in child abuse, rape
cases
AK advocates: Severe child abuse rose in pandemic
3 recent incidents in Southern Utah highlight importance of
shaken baby syndrome awareness
The culture of silence that abets child abuse
Students' mental health deteriorating during pandemic
Psychopathology resulting from childhood abuse is more strongly
linked to subjective rather than …
Are you buckled up? Randolph County directors work to prevent
child fatalities
Kentucky ranks first in nation for child abuse
Read the report: Illinois DCFS reports 17% decline in child death
cases
Guest Column: Oregon's "progress" on foster care may be
misleading
Calls to Colorado's child abuse hotline fell during coronavirus, but
harm to kids likely didn’t
Child abuse cases increase during pandemic
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Reform the child welfare system to protect vulnerable children
Macomb Twp. state senator reintroduces bill to require opioidabuse education for ninth graders
'We are here to protect children': Lebanon Co. CYS defends
handling of abuse case
Morocco Arrests Primary School Teacher for Sexual Assault
Against 8 Minors
Pandemic child abuse panic underscores need for CPS reform
No life for children
The Arkansas legislature's fixation on the fetus rather than what
comes after birth
For a child in a stressful home situation, getting a new caseworker
can be further traumatizing.
(LEAD) Parliament seeks to toughen punishment for child abuse
homicide
'If you fail to act, that is when you have failed a child:' Child abuse
cases spiking amid pandemic
FACS child deaths: 97 children known to agency died in 2019,
some reported 25 times at risk
Parliament Toughens Punishment for Deadly Child Abuse
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Organizations unite to help prevent child abuse and neglect
during the COVID-19 pandemic
DIGGING DEEPER: Child abuse cases drop drastically during
pandemic
'I've never seen more evidence of physical abuse and harm': How
more children are being affected …
A Dozen Adoption/Foster-Care/Child-Welfare Things That Caught
My Eye
Tennessee General Assembly Bills By Subject-Child Abuse
Experts call Peel guidelines to place children in solitary
quarantine 'cruel punishment’
New legislation toughens punishment for perpetrators of fatal
child abuse
Tragic toddler's injuries 'highly suspicious of fatal child abuse’
Grief and Bereavement in Fathers After the Death of a Child: A
Systematic Review
Colorado Senate Passes Bill Easing Child Abuse Lawsuits
CHILDREN IN CRISIS: Number of children dying from abuse or
neglect known to CPS agencies is …
After 18 deaths, state human services dept. reviewing protocol of
unlicensed, illegal day cares
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Virginia reports first COVID-related death of child under 10
Disciplinary action against child safety staff who 'significantly
failed' toddler Mason Jet Lee was …
As overdose deaths climb during the pandemic, parents of
children in addiction turn to podcast for …
Baby survives overdose
Child Abuse Surges in Times of Crisis – The Pandemic May Be
Different
Child abuse cases may have declined during the pandemic, study
shows
How a year of COVID-19 has affected child abuse reporting in
Brazos Valley
Rogers County Mother Charged with Production of Child
Pornography
Organizations unite to help prevent child abuse and neglect
during the COVID-19 pandemic
Child abuse surges in times of crisis
Smacking on rise as violence against children soars in lockdown,
NSPCC chief warns
Mason Lee: child safety officers suffered 'manifestly inadequate'
consequences over toddler's death
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Domestic violence, attempted strangulations on the rise in
Sacramento. What's being done
Challenges outside of school for DC's students and families
during the pandemic
Public Health Team Awarded $3.5 Million Federal Grant To
Eliminate Child Smoke Exposure …
Inside the battle to wipe revenge porn and child abuse from the
net
Funding will help Allegheny County prevent childhood traumas
that lead to drug use
'Shocking' death of NSW toddler prompts call for more child
protection funding
Police Responded to a 911 Call and Left. Then a Child Was
Killed.
Is Pandemic Preventing Child Abuse Victims From Getting Help?
Mass. House approves bill updating child protection laws
BOWERS: Senate Scene Week 8
Child abuse surges in times of crisis – the pandemic may be
different
Former DCF child abuse investigator arrested for ASSAULTING a
BABY, causing brain bleed …
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KIDS Network and Wichita Police partner to prevent sleep-related
infant deaths
Child dies in accident involving Peloton treadmill, CEO says
Determinations of 'abuse' and 'neglect' are arbitrary, capricious
and cruel.
Behind closed doors: Pandemic isolation leads to concerns about
unreported child abuse in BC
Explained: Child Sexual Abuse and the Law in India
A dozen children died of abuse, neglect in Queensland last year
with most known to Child Safety …
Child abuse reports have dropped sharply in Pa. and experts are
worried
Does 'harsh parenting' lead to smaller brains?
A Documentary Explores Dissociative Identity Disorder
Words Need To Translate Into Actions For Fighting Child Abuse:
NR Narayana Murthy
Child Rights, Child Abuse & The Culture Of Denial
'The Expanse' Team Unpacks Its Abuse Storylines in Season 5
Data shows State Spending due to Child Abuse is over $700
million Annually
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Are Kids Who Abuse Animals Destined to Become Serial Killers?
Pandemic masks ongoing child abuse crisis as cases plummet
Only on AP: Child abuse reports plunge in pandemic
Pandemic has meant far fewer eyes on kids' welfare, AP report
finds. See the numbers.
Child-abuse reports fall during pandemic with fewer eyes on kids’
welfare
Iowa law classifies sexual abuse in three different ways. Here's
what they are
What classifies assault and what are the penalties? There's more
than one answer
Harsher penalties pushed vs child sex predators
April is Child Abuse Awareness Month
More Texas children died during 2020 of child abuse and neglect
than in the previous two years …
Pandemic cuts off avenues for reporting child abuse, adds to
contributing factors
Small Talk Children's Advocacy Center brings awareness to
National Child Abuse Prevention Month
Lebanon's years-long school shutdown increases risk of 'child
labour, child marriage’
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Does 'Harsh Parenting' Lead to Smaller Brains?
Michigan to ban restraints in youth facilities after Cornelius
Frederick's death
Regulation of window blinds needed after toddler killed in tragic
accident, coroner urges
Pat's Place Answers the Call as Pandemic Raises Child Abuse
Concerns
Pandemic masks ongoing child abuse crisis
Educational leaders speak out on child abuse issues
Interrupting the Cycle of Child Abuse
Recognizing Factitious/Munchausen's Disorder by Proxy
Suicide New Leading Cause Of Traumatic Death For Young
Patients At One North Texas Hospital
After 6-Year-Old's 'Mysterious' Death, Mom Is Accused of Killing
Him for Insurance Money
During COVID-19 lockdowns, Jane's children had to watch as
their father abused her
Pinwheels aim to bring awareness to child abuse prevention
COMMUNITY VOICES: Kern County Network for Children and
Kern County Department of Human …
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Department of Human Services encourages community to help
prevent child abuse during month …
Forgotten Memories of Traumatic Events Get Some Backing from
Brain-Imaging Studies
Advocates raising awareness for Child Abuse Prevention Month
Tampa General Hospital to Host Child Abuse Prevention
Symposium to Raise Awareness and …
Nurses say they warned of Perth Children's Hospital staffing crisis
before seven-year-old's death
Calls to DC Child and Family Services Agency Have Dropped, but
That Doesn't Mean Child Abuse …
Child abuse during the pandemic — fewer cases or less
reporting?
Dolphin House child abuse case reports ultimately not slowed by
pandemic
“Someone touched me” turns your whole world upside down
Pinwheels symbolize fight against child abuse
LPD Public Service Announcement message on child abuse
Advocacy center highlights child abuse prevention
The Obesity Risk Everyone Forgets
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Experiences of family violence and parental unavailability in
childhood in relation to parental …
Organizations come together to highlight abuse with social media
campaign
COVER STORY: A NEED FOR WELL-BEING | Hard times yield
good prospects for Colorado's …
Advocacy center highlights child abuse prevention
Zimbabwe's Secondary Pandemic- A Crisis Of Child Pregnancy
And Sexual Abuse
Police warn about infant deaths from unsafe sleeping conditions
Study finds spike in pediatric firearm injuries during pandemic
Neglect endangers children and tears families apart
CCHR: 94% of States Fail Troubled Youth Protections in
Behavioral Centers
Child Abuse Prevention Month: Flags on Oklahoma Capitol
grounds remember children killed by …
April is Child Abuse Awareness month
Pinwheels for Prevention campaign raising awareness for
increase in child abuse and neglect cases
How spanking may affect brain development in children
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How ending child abuse and improving mental health care could
prevent mass shootings
Black children in Peoria account for disproportionate number of
abuse, neglect cases
Lewisburg Mayor Beverly White signs proclamation marking
community dedication to child abuse …
State Recognizes April as Child Abuse Prevention Month
Pandemic causing uptick in child abuse in Genesee County
Smacking your kids 'traumatises them in same way as severe
abuse' scientists claim
Food for Thought: Parental Alienation Syndrome
Getting beyond mere outrage at the heinous abuse of our women
and girls
Oklahoma children honored who died of child abuse/neglect
Interrupting the Cycle of Child Abuse
Recognizing Factitious/Munchausen's Disorder by Proxy
First Alert Investigates: Number of child abuse reports increasing
The child protective investigative team
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Greene County advocates notice huge increase in the number of
children who entered foster care …
DCFS reports over 1000 child deaths in Illinois over last decade
India expected to register largest increase in child and maternal
deaths in South Asia, says UN
Lawsuit: Lack of Supervision in Texas Foster Care Caused
Toddler's Death
As Pandemic Restrictions Ease, Child Abuse Reports Rise In
North Texas
Lawmaker wants domestic violence task force after child abuse
death
Residents encouraged to report child abuse, neglect
After child death, US says to stop using Peloton treadmill
Child abuse reports are falling, but nonprofit says pandemic may
be to blame
New report offers guidance for pediatricians on how to prevent
abuse of children with disabilities
'Listen to them': Spotting signs of child abuse
Violence is a mounting problem in Tennessee. This system tracks
deaths to try to help
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Mount Pleasant designated a 'Pinwheel City' to increase
awareness of abused children
Tool distinguishes between abusive and nonabusive bruising
Cut off from support systems during pandemic, children at greater
risk of abuse
Alabama DHR saw decline in child abuse and neglect cases in
2020
Support Families and Children During Child Abuse Prevention
Month
Child abuse, neglect doesn't stop
Renewed calls for mandatory child abuse reporting in Hong Kong
after couple gets life in prison for …
22nd Annual Great Teddy Bear Drop n' Ride is April 23 and 24
Autopsy records withheld by judge in hopes Legislature will act on
Irwin's bill
Baby was found dead on mother's lap. Child Safety had ignored
details
Officials: Woman, 2 children found suffering severe neglectPublic
still calling for accountability in wake of five abused children in
Lebanon County
The Alcohol Abuse Monitoring market to delve deep into
innovation
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Child Abuse Cases Down, But Numbers Don't Show Full Story
South Carolina Social Services' Child Abuse Reporting System
Receives Poor Reviews
Coronial investigation into baby boy's death finds Queensland
Child Safety Department ignored …
Opinion: Study finds cognitive bias in how medical examiners
evaluate child deaths
Cumbria County council refers itself for independent review after
death of baby
Protesters demand justice amid child abuse scandal in Panama
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